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About This Game

SlideDB Editor's Choice Best Singleplayer game of 2013

Pixel Dungeon is an exciting and extremely popular roguelike (more than 2 million mobile installs!). Explore the depths of Pixel
Dungeon, collect useful items and fight fierce monsters to find the Amulet of Yendor (surprise!) - the ultimate artefact of this

game world!

Are you prepared for this very easy to play yet difficult to master dungeon crawler?

Features:

Charming pixel-art graphics and a simple interface that gets out of your way.

25 randomly generated levels with different settings like sewers, abandoned prison, caves, etc... so you will feel that
every new game is unique!

A deceitful dungeon full of dangers! Try to avoid the hidden traps or falling on deadly chasms. Or find as many chests as
you can, full of treasures to use or sell!

A different array of monsters that will try to get a piece of you on every corner, plus some bigger bosses that will try to
get an even bigger piece ;)
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Lots of different items to find, buy, sell... including armor, weapons, potions, wands, scrolls...

Various character classes to suit your style of play, from the strong Warrior or the knowledgeable Mage to the sneaky
Rogue and the powerful Huntress. You can specialize your character even further, if you survive long enough ;)

Enchantments that you'll have to use on your weapons and armor if you want to survive the dungeon's harsh conditions

You'll use your alchemy knowledge to brew rare potions, improve the dungeon's economy by spending all your coins on
the shops and deal with obnoxious NPCs and their demanding quests

Lots of other surprises, you'll need to check the game to find out!

Pixel Dungeon is also open source ( https://github.com/watabou/pixel-dungeon ), and available for mobile devices! You can play
a previous version now ( http://watabou.itch.io/pixel-dungeon ) and get the last one for mobile at Google Play (

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.watabou.pixeldungeon ).

Everything about Pixel Dungeon:

Temple of the Roguelike forum: http://forums.roguetemple.com/index.php?topic=2826

Official facebook page: https://www.facebook.com/pixeldungeon

Developer Blog: http://pixeldungeon.tumblr.com/

Pixel Dungeon Wiki (including things like items and monsters descriptions, tactics and mechanics etc), run by a
community: http://pixeldungeon.wikia.com/

You can also follow us on Twitter: https://twitter.com/watawatabou & https://twitter.com/Arcnor
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Very fun game, though not very idle. (Very limited time your character can do anything without you there) The character, loot,
areas, bosses are nicely made, and there is even some decent music in there!. It\u00b4s a really fun game, with hordes of
zombies to kill and a very talented humour. And as far as I know, there\u00b4s only one guy behind the development so
It\u00b4s an incredible challenge to create such a good game with very few resources: well done lonely developer!!!! I\u00b4m
willing to complete the poor Jack's story. It\u00b4s absolutely worth the price.. Finally i have a good football game on my linux.
:D Really fun. :D. It's so good to be back to the franchise of my childhood. 10\/10 for the nostalgia trip and 9\/10 if it's your
first encounter with this saga.. First and second level were decent but factory level was nothing but enemy spam down a close
quarters corridor. my gun stopped shooting while i was still alive and enemies spawn way too close. second or third round of
enemies spawn while youre strill trying to get rid of the first round of enemies down a completely different angle. i feel like
there was no level design in the factory mission, it was just an obnoxious amount of enmies and blood covering my entire screen
so i couldnt tell what was going on. it was too hard to aim for headshots. shotgun pops up out of nowhere and when i ran out of
ammo my assault rifle didnt come back. Please construct actual level design and appropriate pacing, lower the gore effects, and
fix the bugs with the gun switching\/shooting if you want this game to sell.. gets frustrating after a while.
often you get "bosses" what just means you have to fight 2 opponents in a row but you only get 1 health bar
been stuck on the 10th boss for 3 days now
0% skill and 100% luck, you only get stronger if you buy heroes with real money
would like this game more if there was some skill involved. This game is AWESOME!. It's really fun and worth for it's price.
But it's very VERY buggy and there are ALOT OF game breaking glitches. Is it worth buying it if it's even worth more ? Only
then if bugs are fixed. I got holped with my poblem.
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last level проходил 10 минут, и ещё парочку. В начале изи было, в с 50-тых уже тяжко =)
Nice game) 10/10. Beautiful game, really nice art & great aesthetics.
Can't understand chinese tho, would love english translation, even broken english would be grealty appreciated!. If you loved the
boys, you will love this Drama CD just as much.

The VAs did such a great job, I fell in love with the boys all over again. Now I carry them along on my MP3 all the time.
There were also interviews of the VAs and some Bloopers, which made me laugh very hard.
The price seems more than fair for me, too, considering the first VN is free!. The game pretty good for an open source game.
It's free, it's stable and looks fine since it's free so it's better not to make high expectations. If you are looking for a truly free
multiplayer shooting game then I say go for it. Ask you miser friends to download it and whenever you feel like playing it. Go
ahead and play. Pretty good for a free to play game.. A fairly decent puzzle game where the task is to get one or more scarab
beetles to the finish square based on a fixed set of rules when the meet an obstacle (red beetles turn left, green beetles turn
right), with more rules being added as you progress through the levels (gates, rotating tiles, one use squares, balls that can be
pushed to holes, etc.)

On the whole most of the levels are fairly easy to complete, although getting 3 falcons can sometimes take a bit more thought
and timing, as one way of reducing the moves needed on some levels is to time two beetles to arrive in adjacent squares rather
than manually pausing one in the right spot and starting it again when the other arrives.

There were only two levels I genuinely found more complicated and required quite a few attempts to work out the correct path
(plus one where I made an incorrect assumption and thought it was much more complicated than it was), so it isn't going to
stretch you too much to complete.

Overall then a pretty decent puzzle game that is a little bit unique, and good for a couple of evenings head scratching.. Either the
point and click do not work properly for movement and scene change or the voice responses to same are are so unintelligent that
it makes it appear to be a broken or buggy game !
I like adventure games , but this games got just about the poorest point and click control for movement and especially scene
change that I have ever tried. If the developer would make the point and click work better for movement and especially scene
change (like enter buildings) or make responses to point and click more intelligent then maybe I could play the game but as it is
then no! , just plain NO !. A GTX 1050 4GB i5
runs really good. If you tired of collecting money in game for buying some ship, this dlc might help you.. also buy when this dlc
is -50% off. it's great!. OMG I just finished playing this game and I LOVE IT!! Bura-chan has been a long time acquaintance of
mine and I adore her to pieces! I couldn't wait for her game to come out when I saw it many years ago on Tumblr! I'm so proud
of my friend for getting this far, for creating such a spectacular game and for achieving such great success. The game play is
wonderful, the story line is flawless and I enjoy the pace of the game. I love the art style so much and the way the cut scenes are
portrayed. It's like a combination of a FPS game, an otome game and a JRPG all in one. This is just lovely and so much fun. I
highly recommend it to any who loves JRPG games, story rich games, thrillers, psychological games or military themed shooter
games.

**Side note, my only complaint is the characters move slowly. xD; I wish they could run a bit faster. But this is more a
preference, it doesn't affect the gameplay it's just I am not a patient person. Haha! XD **
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